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th

 Worksheet for grade 8 

Date April 11/2020      Maximum mark 25 

                                                                                                                                                                                

Part 1 Choose the correct answer from the given alternatives.  

1. Limestone consists of the elements calcium, carbon and oxygen. This statement describes the: 

A structure of limestone  

B transformation of limestone  

C composition of limestone  

D uses of limestone                

2. Which chemicals serve as plant nutrients when added to the soil to increase its cropproducing 

potential? 

A pesticides                                 B cosmetics  

C soaps and detergents           D fertilizers  

3. The substances used by farmers to control the damages caused by insects on their crops are:  

A. herbicides                       B .fertilizers  

C. pesticides                       D .perfumes  

4. The branches of natural science studying the composition of compounds, and the processes 

taking place in organisms, respectively, are:  

A .chemistry and biology        B .physics and geology  

C. biology and physics            D. biology and geology  

5. The products of chemical industries that are used to care for the skin and make people look more 

attractive are: 

A fertilizers                                 B cosmetics 

C detergents                               D herbicides  
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 6. Which one of the following is not a pure substance?  

A Diamond                     B Oxygen 

C Water                          D Milk  

7. Which of the following is a compound?  

 A Iron.                                 B Alloy 

C Rock salt                         D Sugar  

8. Which one of the following does not involve a change of state?  

A Freezing                          B Melting 

C Expansion                       D Boiling  

9. Which one of the following processes does not help in separation of mixtures? 

A Filtration                      B Distillation  

C Melting                            D Sieving  

10. The apparatus used to separate two immiscible liquids is  

A separator funnel       B condenser  

C filter funnel               D filter paper  

11. The two stages that take place during distillation are  

A .filtration followed by evaporation 

B evaporation followed by condensation 

C condensation followed by evaporation 

D filtration followed by condensation  

12. The process of settling of suspended particles is known as  

A decantation             B distillation 

C sedimentation           D magnetic separation  

13.  The substance that can not be further decomposed by ordinary chemical means is  
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A water                          B gold  

C sugar                             D air  

14. The chemical symbol for potassium’s is  

A Po                       B P 

C Pt                        D K 

15. Which of the following is the correct name of BaBr2?  

A Boron bromide                       B Barium bromide 

C Barium dibromide                  D Barium (I) bromide 

16. Aluminum has a valence number of 3 and sulphur has a valence number of 2. What is the 

chemical formula for aluminum sulphide? 

A Al2S                              B AlS3 

C Al3S2                            D Al2S3 

17. The name of NO2 is 

A Nitrogen monoxide             B Nitrogen dioxide 

C Nitrogen oxide                 D Mon nitrogen oxide 

18. Quantitatively the formula 3N2 represents  

A. 3 atoms of nitrogen.             B. 2 molecules of nitrogen 

C. 3 molecules of nitrogen      D. 6 molecules of nitrogen  

19. The correct balanced chemical equation for the reaction between iron and oxygen to form iron 

(III) oxide is 

A 2Fe + O2 yield 2FeO 

B 3Fe + 2O2 yield  Fe3O4 

C 4Fe + 3O2  yield 2Fe2O3 

 D Fe + O yield   FeO.     ( yield means an arrow) 

20. The valence number of silicon (Si) in SiH4 is 
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A 1.                               B 2 

C 3                                D 4 

21. All of the following elements can exist as diatomic molecules EXCEPT  

A Hydrogen                         B Oxygen 

C Sodium                             D Chlorine 

22. The Latin name of sodium is  

A Argentum               B Kalium 

C Natrium                  D Cuprun 

23. Consider the following balanced chemical equation;  

3Mg(OH)2 + 2H3PO4  yield  Mg3(PO4)2 + 6H2O  

24. The idea that matter is continuous was accepted by the public until the time of  

A Democritus                    B Aristotle 

C Dalton                             D None 

25. Which of the following is NOT true about Dalton’s atomic theory? 

A Matter consists of tiny particles called atoms. 

B All atoms of an element may not be identical in mass.  

C The atoms of different elements differ in mass and other properties. 

D A chemical reaction involves separation, combination, or rearrangement of atoms. 

26. Which of the following has the smallest mass? 

A proton                   B neutron  

C electron               D nucleus 

27.The sum of the number of protons and neutrons in an atom is known as 

A Atomic number             B Atomic mass  

C Mass number                D Number of electron 
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28. Which of the following atomic energy levels is nearest to the nucleus of an atom? 

A K-shell                                B L-shell  

C M-shell                                D N-shell 

 

29. The atomic number of silicon is 14. How many electrons are contained in its second energy 

level? 

    A 2           B 8                 C 4               D 6 

30. The first periodic law was proposed by ___________. 

A Mendeleev                  B Dobereiner  

C Newlands                         D Moseley 

31. Which one of the following scientist arranged the elements based on their atomic masses? 

A Dobereiner                      B Newlands  

C Mendeleev                       D All 

32. An element with atomic number 8 is found in ___________. 

A Group IIA and period 8 

B Group VIA and period 2 

C Group IIA and period 3 

D Group VIIIA and period 1 

33. All elements in the same period have the same ___________. 

A atomic number                    B physical properties  

C number of shells                D number of valence electrons  

34. How many elements are there in the fourth period of the periodic table? 

A 8               B 18              C 4                D 32 

35. Across a period, atomic size of the elements ___________. 

A decreases                                 B increases  
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C increases and decreases        D remains the same  

Part   2 workouts 

36. What do we mean when we say chemistry studies the structure and transformations of 

substances? 

37. What does the essence of chemistry refer to? 

 38. Which fields of study overlap in the study of:- 

a) Chemical changes that take place in living things? 

b) The interaction of substances with different forms of energy such as light, heat and electricity? 

c) The study of the composition, properties and structure of minerals?  

d) The effects of forces that results in the formation of mountains and rift valleys?  

 39. The density of mercury is 13.6 g/cm3 at 20℃. What volume of mercury has a mass of 1.36 kg? 

40. Water boils at a lower temperature at the top of Ras Dashen Mountain than the place where 

you live in. Explain why? 

41. Which separation techniques can you use to separate mixtures of  

i. A liquid and insoluble solid 

ii. A soluble solid and insoluble solid  

iii. Two miscible liquids 

iv. Two immiscible liquids 

42. Which of the following are formulas of elements? Which are formulas of compounds? 

a. SO3          c. CS2                 e. MgO 

b. Br2           d. S8                    f. P4 

43. Name the elements and compounds in the previous question number 42. 

44. Which of the following is the formula of a diatomic element? Which are formulas of binary 

compounds? 

a. NO2              d. (NH4)2S            f. CaSO4 

b. CO.                e. N2                        g. ZnCl2 
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c. K2O 

45. Name all of substances in the previous question number 44. 

46. Balance the following chemical equations (you can use either inspection or LCM method). 

Please use an arrow. 

a. N2 + H2 to produce NH3 

b. Al + Cl2 to produce AlCl3 

c. Mg + HCl to produce  MgCl2 + H2 

47.what are the atomic numbers and mass numbers of elements whose atoms are made up of  

a. 4 protons, 5 neutrons, 4 electrons; 

b. 14 protons, 14 neutrons, 14 electrons; 

c. 19 protons, 20 neutrons, 19 electrons? 

48. How many protons, neutrons, and electrons are there in atoms of the following elements? 

a. Boron (atomic number 5, mass number 11) 

b. Fluorine (atomic number 9, mass number 19) 

c. Argon (atomic number 18, mass number 40) 

49. The atomic masses of the two stable isotopes of copper, 63Cu (69%) and 65Cu (31%) are 63 and 

65, respectively. Calculate the average atomic mass copper. The percentages in parenthesis denote 

the relative abundances. 

50. Determine the number of valence electrons for the following elements. 

a. 12Mg.            b. 16S               c. 37Rb 

 

 


